State of energy estimation of lithium-ion batteries applied in electric vehicles is required for users to predict the battery recharge time. The paper developed a new mathematical model for estimating state of energy in real-time. The recursive least squares method with an optimal forgetting factor was used to identify model parameters, and the adaptive extended Kalman filter was used to estimate the state of energy. Experimental results indicated that the developed method can realize accurate model parameter estimation with modeling error less than 2 mV. The state of energy estimation error was less than 2%. The developed method can still estimate accurate state of energy even if an erroneous initial state of energy value was available.
Introduction (heading 1: size 12)
Nowadays the lithium-ion battery is drawing a vast amount of attention as the most important onboard energy storage for electrified vehicle. To guarantee safe, efficient, and durable operations, an effective BMS is necessary [1] [2] [3] . However, due to the strong time-variable and nonlinear characteristics, accurate estimation of SOC is still remaining a challenge [4] .
SOC is generally regarded as the energy indicator for EVs and many methods have been developed for SOC estimation in real-time. In conclusion, there are two kinds of SOC estimation methods. The first is the nonmodel based SOC estimator. The most widely used method is the Ampere-Hour integral method by integrating the charge/discharge current directly. The Ampere-Hour integral method can cause large estimation error owing to inaccurate initial SOC and accumulative error [5, 6] . Another often used nonmodel-based method is the OCV based method. This method uses the empirical relationship of OCV-SOC, which relationship won't change at the current health state and can be used to indicate accurate SOC values [7, 8] . However, the non-model based method is generally open loop, and the SOC estimation accuracy is poor. The second method is based on equivalent circuit models, combined with various close-loop techniques including various filters [9] [10] [11] [12] and control methods to estimate battery SOC. Equivalent circuit models [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] used to simulate battery characteristics include the Rint model, the Thevenin model, and the PNGV model. SOC indicates the capacity state rather than the energy state of lithium-ion batteries. Battery remaining energy is required for predict the remaining driving range of EVs. Therefore, SOE rather than SOC is practical for indicating the battery energy state [19] . Because only a few papers [1, 2, [20] [21] [22] related to estimating battery SOE have been published, there are at least three problems to be addressed. First, there is not a unified or clear definition of the SOE. Although refs. [20] [21] proposed the SOE definitions separately, they had the shortcomings of not being clear enough or practical enough for SOE estimation purposes. The second problem is how to estimate the real-time SOE accurately. Ref. [20] proposed a black box model to estimate SOE in real-time. In the input layer, the battery terminal voltage, the current and the temperature are taken as the input parameters, and the output layer is the estimated SOE. However, the accuracy of a black box model based SOE estimator is always dependent on the training parameter set. While in practice, the battery conditions such as the aging and the applied environment such as the temperature change all the time, it is difficult for the training parameter set to contain all the information needed, and the estimation accuracy is worse as time goes. Third, the simulation results of refs. [1, 2, 22] agree well with the experimental results. However, these SOE estimation approaches fail to achieve reliable predictions against different kinds of lithium-ion battery cells. The trajectory of the battery model parameter cannot be fully described with a limited number of experiments. What is more, it needs to be validated under all of its possible working conditions. It is evident that it is not practical for EV, which has large number of battery cells in it. Thus, a data-driven SOE prediction approach is a good choice to achieve desirable SOE estimates.
This paper developed a novel SOE estimation method based on a new definition of SOE. An equivalent circuit model was developed to describe battery energy characteristics, combined with an AEKF to predict battery SOE. This method can be used in real-time under all user conditions that are excluded from the experimental conditions used to identify model parameters. The following sections are organized as: in section 2, the SOE definition was proposed and a new mathematical model describing SOE characteristics was developed. Section 3 developed a combined general model describing battery terminal voltage characteristics, followed by a RLS method developed to identify model parameters and an AEKF constructed to estimate SOE in Section 4. Section 5 describes the experiment bench and the experiments. In Section 6, simulations based on the parameter identification model and the AEKF estimator were used to verify the model accuracy and the AEKF-based SOE estimator accuracy. Section 7 concludes the paper.
State of energy definition
Although a lot of researches have been done to estimate the SOC, only a few have focused on the SOE estimation. So far there are mainly two kinds of definitions of SOE.
Ref. [20] proposes to define SOE as
Where SoE(t) is the remaining energy of the battery at time t, E c is the total energy of the battery and E d (t) is the discharged energy of the battery until time t. In ref. [21] , both the nominal energy (E N ) and the nominal power (P N ) are defined. E N defines the nominal energy as the energy retrieved for an initially fully charged battery when it is discharged under constant power equal to the nominal power (P N ) down to its voltage's lower value. P N is the chosen power to evaluate the nominal energy. Then, SOE is defined as the ration between the remaining energy (E| PN,x ), considering that the battery is discharged under the constant nominal power (P N ), and the nominal energy (E| PN,1 ):
SOE definition in ref. [20] lacks clear clarifications of relative values such as E c and E d (t), resulting in the failure in building explicit quantitative formulas to describe the relationship between the SOE and battery parameters (voltage, current and temperature). SOE definition in ref. [21] gives a detailed description of SOE and relative values, and it also succeeds in building a formula to describe the relationship. However, the charged/discharged power used in ref. [21] was constant, which application is not practical, because in practice, the working conditions of EVs change dramatically, leading to various power demands.
To address the problems above, this paper proposes to define SOE as
Where subscript k indexes the moment kΔt, Δt indexes the sampling interval, η indexes the current efficiency, U oc is the OCV, i is the current and E a indexes the maximum available energy of a full charged battery.
Equation (3) is a mathematical description of the relationship between SOE and battery parameters such as voltage, current and maximum available energy, which can be used on-board for real-time SOE estimation. When it comes to SOE, the main problem is how to describe the consumed energy of battery. The study of Li-ion batteries indicates that the energy, which is consumed during the discharge process, is mainly composed of the output electric energy, the energy consumed on the internal resistance heating and the energy consumed on the electrochemical reactions. The output electric energy is used to meet the load. The internal resistance will heat the battery during the discharge process, so it expends the battery energy. The electrochemical reactions inside the battery also cause the energy consumption. So it is more reasonable to use the product of the OCV rather than the terminal voltage and the current to describe the consumed energy of battery. From equation (3), we can see that since the current i decides the SOC which is related to the OCV, the SOE can also be determined by the OCV. This means like the relationship between SOC and OCV, we can also construct an empirical relationship between SOE and OCV.
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Battery modeling
To model the dynamic voltage performance of the lithium-ion cell under different operating conditions, we should first construct a battery model. The dynamics of the battery can be described as a combined general battery model [2] and shown in Figure 1 . Where i L is the load current with a positive value in the discharge process and a negative value in the charge process, U t is the terminal voltage, U oc is the OCV, R i is the equivalent ohmic resistance describing the electrode and electrolyte resistance, C D is the equivalent polarization capacitance and R D is the equivalent polarization resistance simulating the polarization characteristic during a charge or discharge process, U D is the voltage across C D . To improve the accuracy of the model, all parameters are thought to be related to the SOE.
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of combined general battery model
According to the Kirchhoff's law, the mathematical equation of the proposed battery model is expressed as
The relationship between SOE and OCV is described as
Where z represents the SOE, and α 0,…,5 is the fitting parameters which can be obtained by the OCV-SOE test data.
Parameter identification
From equation (4), we can get the transfer function of the battery model:
A bilinear transformation method shown in equation (7) is employed for the discretization calculation of equation (6) and the final result is shown in equation (8) .
Where Δt is the sampling interval and z is the discretization operator.
Where:
From equation (9) 
Based on the adaptive filtering theory, the RLS algorithm is a common method of model parameter identification and data mining. To decrease the old data information influence on the identification accuracy, the RLS method with an optimal forgetting factor is usually applied.
Define:
1,
Considering the system like
Where e Ls,k is white noise with zero mean. Then the RLS algorithm is described as
Where ˆk  is estimate of the parameter vector θ k , K Ls,k is the algorithm gain matrix and P Ls,k is the covariance matrix, the constant μ is the optimal forgetting factor and is very important to obtain a good estimated parameter set with small error, typically μ∈[0. 95, 1] .
The schematic diagram for parameter identification of the combined general model is shown in figure 2 . The initial values of the parameter vector 0  and its error covariance matrix P Ls,0 are preset. Then the parameter vector ˆk  can be adjusted adaptively according to the samples of U t,k and i L,k .
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State-space modeling
One discretization form of equation (4) is as follows:
Combined with equation (3), the state-space model can be built as
Both w k and v k are assumed unrelated white Gaussian random processes, with zero mean and covariance matrices with known value: ,
. (5), it can be deduced:
SOE estimation based on the AEKF algorithm
AEKF can filter random noise and compensate for model error, and can obtain the process noise and observation noise matrixes adaptively based on measured signal, which is therefore widely used in application and has achieved great success. It can obtain an optimal state set by adjusting initial values of state vector and its error covariance matrix, as well as covariance matrices of the two gaussian random processes. Based on equation (15) , the calculation process of the AEKF algorithm for SOE estimation is described in details in table 1. 
Error covariance time update Based on the schematic of the data-driven based model parameter identification method shown in figure  2 and calculation steps of the EKF algorithm shown in table 1, a general diagram of the data-driven based SOE estimator has been built and shown in figure 3 . The operating process of the flowchart can be divided into three steps:
• Step 1: Data measurement. The measurements of the OCV-SOE and HPPC tests (which will be described in next part) are used as offline data to do model parameter identification. The real-time measurements of the current and voltage of the BJDC profiles (which will be described in next part) are used as online data to verify the AEKF-based SOE estimator.
• Step 2: Data-driven offline parameter identification. With the OCV-SOE test data, the RLS based parameter identification approach is used to identify the relationship of OCV-SOE (coefficients in equation (5) 
Data set of LiMn 2 O 4 cell for verification
Experiment setup
As an application case, the LiMn 2 O 4 cell is used to verify the proposed approach. The test bench setup is shown in figure 4 . It consists of an Arbin BT2000 cycler, a thermal chamber to regulate the operation temperature, a computer to program and store experimental data and LiMn 2 O 4 cell. The one channel battery cycler is responsible for loading the current or power profiles on the test cells with the voltage range of 0-60 V and current range of ±300 A, and its recorded data include current, voltage, temperature, chargedischarge Amp-hours (Ah), Watt-hours (Wh), etc. The measurement inaccuracy of the current and voltage sensors inside the Arbin BT2000 system is less than ±0.05%. The measured data is transmitted to the host computer through TCP/IP ports. The test cell is connected with the Arbin BT2000 cycler and then placed inside the thermal chamber to maintain the desired temperatures to perform special behavior. 
Battery test
The test schedule for our research is shown in figure  5 and is designed to collect the cell test data. It is important to note that in this research, we only consider the operation temperature at 25 ℃ and other temperatures will be discussed in our future research. 
Error covariance time update
The collection of current, voltage
The parameters identification with the RLS Fig. 2 Thevenin battery model
EKF estimator Parameters identification with RLS Data collection module
Adaptive covariance matching [24] and is the foundation of the power battery characteristic evaluation and model parameter identification, which achieves good results in offline parameter identification and is used widely. A hybrid pulse test comprising a sequence of HPPC profiles, constant current discharge pulses, and rests was conducted. The HPPC test results are shown in figure 6 . Figure  6 (a) is a sample HPPC current curve and figure 6(b) is a sample HPPC voltage curve under SOE=90%. 3) OCV-SOE Test: To acquire data to identify the relationship of the OCV-SOE (equation (5)), a test was performed on the LiMn 2 O 4 lithium-ion battery module. The test procedure is as follows: The battery module is first discharged at a constant current of 0.03C A from the fully charged state to 95% of the maximum available energy at 25 ℃ in the thermal chamber. Afterwards, it is left in the opencircuit condition, and the terminal voltage is monitored simultaneously. The measured terminal voltage is considered to reach the equilibrium potential after 5 h since the change of the terminal voltage is negligible and the battery module is assumed to reach steady state. The battery module is continuously discharged by a further 5% of the nominal energy at the same current, and the equilibrium potential is measured after 5 h. Meanwhile, the discharged energy is monitored after each cycle, so according to the static energy test result, the SOE can be obtained. The foregoing procedure was repeatedly performed to obtain the equilibrium potentials, shown as the discharge curve in figure 7 . Herein, the hysteresis effect of battery is not taken into consideration. The offline identified coefficients of equation (5) are listed in table 2.
Figure 7 OCV-SOE
4) The BJDC test is a typical dynamic driving cycle that is often used to evaluate the performance of a vehicle, the effect of control strategies, the SOC estimation algorithms, etc. In this paper, several consecutive BJDCs are employed to verify the SOE estimation approach. The BJDC test is performed with the current profiles shown in figure 8 and terminated by a certain amount of Ah removed from the batteries or reaching a certain voltage level. 
Verification and discussion
Considering practical applications, only the portion of the test data within 10%-90% SOE in these datasets is used in SOE estimation. Figure 9 is the RLS method based offline parameter identification results at SOE=90%. Figure 9 (a) is the ohmic resistance R i , figure 9(b) is the polarization resistance R d and figure 9(c) is the polarization capacitance C d . It can be found that when the sum of the output error (difference between the true terminal voltage and the predicted terminal voltage) squares is minimum, the identification parameters reach the stable values quickly. Furthermore, because of the complex polarization characteristics of battery, R d and C d have some fluctuations during the identification process, especially at the beginning, while R i is always stable. Figure 10 is the verification results of the combined general battery model. Figure 10 
Model parameter identification
SOE estimation
The SOE estimation is executed by the BJDC test. Figure 11 is the SOE estimation results of the voltage and SOE, where the initial SOE value is set at the exact 90%. approaches the reference trajectory gradually. As a result, when an accurate OCV is achieved, the voltage error will be greatly reduced. In other words, the AEKFbased method reduces the voltage estimation error further by updating its Kalman gain. However, since the lowest voltage error mostly relies on an appropriate OCV value, and the suitable OCV can provide direct feedback to recalibrate the SOE, thus the approach can achieve an accurate SOE estimate. It should be noted that the reference SOE is obtained by integration of the output energy of battery, which is integration of product of the terminal voltage and the charge/discharge current. However, the true SOE should be obtained by integration of the whole output energy of battery, which is integration of product of the OCV and the charge/discharge current. In fact, we can only get the reference SOE in the experiment, which has neglected the internal resistance heating and the energy consumed on the electrochemical reactions, so the true SOE should be larger than the reference SOE. It can be seen from figure 11(c) and figure 11(d) that the estimated SOE is always larger than the reference SOE, which is consistent with the above analysis. Table 5 shows that the maximum SOE estimation error is 3.5%, and the mean error and the standard deviation are respectively -1.3% and 1.1%, while the true SOE estimation errors should be smaller than these values. Figure 12 is the battery polarization voltage, which means that this SOE estimator can also estimate the polarization voltage of battery.
However, a reliable SOE estimator depends on two factors; the first is the accurate calculation performance, which is implemented with the SOE definition equation shown in equation (3) . When giving an accurate initial state of the SOE estimator, most of the SOE estimation methods can get accurate SOE estimates; the second is the robustness against different operating conditions and erroneous initial SOE, which is the key technique of an advanced SOE estimator. In other words, a reliable SOE estimator should correct an erroneous initial SOE quickly and estimate SOE converging to the reference trajectory after a few sampling intervals. figure  13 , we find that the estimated voltage and SOE converge to the reference trajectory quickly after a few seconds for correcting an erroneous initial state of the AEKF estimator. The maximum estimation error of voltage is around 1 mV after the state convergence. On the other hand, the maximum estimation error of SOE is about 3.5% after a few seconds. The statistical results of the SOE estimation are listed in table 6 , which indicate that the estimated SOE should be close to the real data. Figure 14 is the estimation results of the SOE with different erroneous initial SOE values equal to 60%, Paper ID: ICEIV2018-134
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Copyright © by ICEIV 70%, and 80%, respectively. Figure 14(a) describes the SOE reference and the SOE estimation. Figure  14(b) shows the SOE reference and the SOE estimation within the prior 60 seconds. Figure 14(c) shows the estimated SOE error and figure 14(d) shows the estimated SOE error within the prior 60 seconds. From figure 14 we find that the estimated SOEs with different erroneous initial SOE values converge to the reference trajectory quickly after about 60 seconds, and the converged SOEs are almost the same under different initial values. The maximum estimation errors are about 3.5%, which should be much smaller when the real SOE estimations are obtained for comparisons. 
Conclusions
Battery state of charge (SOC) is not enough for indicating battery energy date for remaining driving range predictions of electric vehicles (EVs). State of energy can directly indicate battery power deliver and energy state, and is thus required for battery management systems with high performances. This paper developed an advanced state of energy (SOE) estimation method for lithium-ion batteries applied in EVs. Different SOE definitions are compared and summarized, and a more practical and exact SOE definition was proposed based on the comparisons. Based on the SOE definition, a combined general model describing battery voltage characteristics was developed, combined with a recursive least squares (RLS) method to identify the model parameters. An adaptive extended Kalman filter (AEKF), which can adjust the process and observation noise matrices adaptively based on measured current and voltage of batteries, was used to estimate the battery SOE in realtime.
Experimental data of a LiMn2O4 cell was used to verify the developed method. Experimental results indicate that the method can construct a battery model with high accuracy and estimate accurate SOE in realtime. The mean terminal voltage estimation error is within 2 mV. The mean SOE estimation errors under different erroneous initial SOE values were within 2%, indicating a high SOE estimation accuracy and a good robustness of the method against erroneous initial SOE values.
